
EFIT6 images created by victims of 
crime are a crucial tool in identifying 

criminal suspects and offenders
The EFIT6 FACEbox is the complete, high performance solution, providing 
everything investigators need to guarantee efficient, reliable and successful 

production of EFIT6 images to maximise your identification rates

World-leading EFIT6 
Facial Composite 

Software
Including 20

ethnic databases

Software Bundle 
Photo2FIT plug-in for age 

progression, Corel Paintshop
Pro for artistic enhancement,

VN Tech remote access software, 
MS Word and email client

High End
Laptop*

All software products 
installed, tested and 
ready to use straight 

from the box

Support
Tech and operational support 
by phone and email, 48 hour 
repair and replace service,
+ complimentary access to 

annual training events

*As of 2020, minimum specification: i7 processor, Graphics card NVidia, 256 GB SSD, 2 Tbyte disk, 16GB RAM, 17in screen). 
Specifications are upgraded according to market developments in hardware. 

T H E  C O M P L E T E  E F I T 6  S O L U T I O N
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Early identification of suspects in criminal investigations saves time, 
money and effort and can be crucial to their ultimate outcome. 

The EFIT6 FACEbox can provide these identification leads
whenever there is no hard forensic evidence available.

EFIT6 works according to unique recognition principles. It does not even need the 
witness to give a good verbal description of the face and has proven highly 

effective with all types of eyewitnesses, including the very young, the very elderly 
and also the many who struggle to describe the individual features of the face.

EFIT6 FACEbox is easy to understand, easy to operate and the results
will speak for themselves. It is simply the world’s most advanced and

complete facial composite system.
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All facial identification experts in the 9 provinces of 
South Africa are trained and operational using EFIT6.

Due to the procurement and implementation there was 
an increase in production and vast positive feedback 

from the detectives on arrests of suspects. For the past 
3 years, a total of approximately 9398 faces of suspects 

were compiled to assist in criminal investigations.
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